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David Golumbia is an associate professor of English at Virginia Commonwealth
University and the author of 'The Politics of Bitcoin: Software as Right-Wing
Extremism.' Chris Gilliard has a PhD from Purdue University’s Rhetoric and Composition
Program and teaches at Macomb Community College. He runs Hypervisible.
Late last year, one of us started a thread on Twitter by posing the following
question:

chris g
@hypervisible
What’s the most absurd/invasive thing that tech platforms do or
have done that sounds made-up but is actually true?
11:16 AM - Dec 29, 2017
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We work and speak with educators, especially in higher education, who are interested
in the use of technology. Chris posed the question in the hopes of generating
examples he could provide to instructors. His hope was that instructors could show
this list to those unfamiliar with the rampant abuses of the tech industry to make it
clear why educators need to approach the incorporation of technology into education
with extreme caution.
To seed the list, Chris included several fairly well-known examples of things that tech
companies had done, including Facebook outing sex workers through its “people you
may know” feature and Uber using “God View,” which locates all Uber active users in
a particular city, to impress party-goers. Uber, Facebook, and Google were, of course,
multiple oﬀenders on the thread, which accumulated around 500 replies, many of
which were equally as intrusive and jaw-dropping as the above mentioned examples.
ADVERTISEMENT
Among the responses, many are well-known, while some remain (to this point) merely
rumors, but the fact that it’s hard to tell the diﬀerence is part of our point. Facebook,
Twitter users asserted, tracks non-users of the platform; tracks users even when
logged out; retains copies of deleted, unsent messages; continues to look for ways
to deploy facial recognition despite user protests; performs experiments on its users’
emotions; works with repressive regimes to target dissidents; and presumes that
being a #BlackLivesMatter supporter means a user is black. Many users provided
evidence that contribute to persistent rumors that Facebook and others listen in on
phone conversations even when the apps aren’t open and phone services aren’t
connected to them—though it may not even need to do that to achieve its alarming
results.
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Many services are purported to collect and even sell information that a reasonable
person might imagine is protected health data. A for-proﬁt service tracks and sells
prescription data. An app was proposed to “watch” for suicidal intentions on social
media. A vibrator maker tracked its users’ sex lives without disclosing it was doing
so. The collection of DNA data seems ripe, and possibly already exploited, for abuse.
An app to help women track their periods sells that data to aggregators.
Invasive uses of devices extend beyond health data. Roomba proposed selling maps
of the homes in which its vacuum cleaners operate. The gyroscopes that track the
motion of smartphones turn out to be potentially usable for speech recognition.
Samsung TVs were found to be eavesdropping on people watching them. An Uber
executive revealed at a party that the company’s “God View” includes a remarkable
amount of information about drivers and passengers famously led Uber to write
about its knowing when passengers were having one-night stands. A school used
the cameras in laptops it distributed to spy on its students. Ashley Madison’s
business model may have been partly dependent on something close to
blackmailing its users because they had disclosed they cheated on their partners.
Even something as straightforward as the data about user listening habits on
Spotify turns out to be usable in ways that many might consider unsavory.
ADVERTISEMENT
Thinking about these examples, when Chris gave a talk recently talk on digital
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redlining at the University of Oklahoma, he concluded with a “Platforms WTF”
segment, in which he provided the audience with several tech scenarios and asked
them to guess whether they were true or false.
Among the scenarios:
Amazon remotely deleted George Orwell’s books from all Kindles
Uber used its data to calculate which users were having one-night stands
ancestry.com has bought dozens of graveyards in order to extract and monetize
the DNA of the corpses
A high-tech fashion company sells luxury items that are intentionally one use—for
instance a Louis Vuitton bag that ink capsules ruin after GPS says it’s been carried
once
A college president advocated using predictive analytics to determine which
students might fail so the school could encourage those students to drop out
If you are keeping score at home, the answer key reveals T, T, F, F, T.
Even faced with the most absurd scenarios, people had this kind of “I think this is true
but I really hope it’s not” reaction. No one in the audience said, about any of them,
“no way is this true.” Instead, there was unease and doubt: “Maybe I just haven’t
heard about this one yet,” their faces seemed to say.
We are already at the point now where it seems that everything is permissible in tech.
There are almost no limits according to conscience or law, only by what is currently
technically possible.
As a thought experiment, try to think of the most absurd, invasive, extractive thing
you can imagine people might do with the available technology. Then ask yourself if a
tech company has already done something similar yet. If they haven’t, as far as we
know, is it because of some regulation or ethical code, or is it simply that the technical
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capabilities to do the thing you have imagined haven’t quite made such a scheme
proﬁtable? We have fairly vivid imaginations, and every one we’ve thought up has
either been done or is in the works. So the question becomes: how does one operate
in a society where everything is permissible?
ADVERTISEMENT
In an essay of the early 1960s called “The Technological Order,” in which he picked
up on some of the themes of his famous 1954 book The Technological Society, the
French philosopher and theologian Jacques Ellul wrote:
And here I must emphasize a great law which I believe to be essential to the
comprehension of the world in which we live, viz., that when power becomes absolute,
values disappear. When man [sic] is able to accomplish anything at all, there is no value
which can be proposed to him; when the means of action are absolute, no goal of
action is imaginable. Power eliminates, in proportion to its growth, the boundary
between good and evil, between the just and the unjust.
Ellul describes exactly the condition we are in, and outlines the guiding ethos of tech
for the last 10 years: permissionless innovation and move fast and break things.
But maybe this is less about the ethics of developers, coders, and technologists, and
more about the expectations of society.
We are supremely skeptical of the role of consumer empowerment narratives about
how certain technologies take hold. That said, there’s something to the notion that if
there were large-scale resistance to a particular tech, or to a particular privacy
invasion that was widely believed to be a bridge too far, we might set ourselves up for
diﬀerent outcomes. If we accept that everything is permissible and resistance is futile,
then both of those things will come to be even more true than they are now.
ADVERTISEMENT
In fact, we have some evidence that these things can happen. Witness the successful
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popular resistance to Google’s massively invasive Google Glass technology, whose
adoption advocates told us at ﬁrst was inevitable. Witness the inability of the
founders of a truly awful app called Peeple, an app that was designed to allow people
to assign ratings to other people without their consent (and without even using the
app themselves) to overcome the loud public outcry against the invasive nature of
the product.

If tech is going to infiltrate, influence, and shape all of society, it is
unacceptable for tech alone, or tech alone using pure market forces, to
decide what tools are or are not acceptable.
Yet these victories often prove ﬂeeting. Despite the defeat of Google Glass, stories of
its rebirth appear with some regularity; in late 2016, Snapchat introduced a product
called Spectacles that appears to have failed for reasons more to do with the
market than with public reaction; and most frighteningly, Chinese police now wear
glasses that incorporate facial recognition tech. Even Peeple appears to be making
a return, based in part on the promise of Blockchain, through an app called FriendZ
that shockingly draws inspiration directly from a Black Mirror episode in which
people are rated by their peers on an app; somehow, the app ignores—or arrogantly
asserts it can bypass—the fact that it depicts a dystopia.
ADVERTISEMENT
What all of this points to is what some tech critics have been saying for a long time,
and what some inside tech have begun to say recently as well. If tech is going to
inﬁltrate, inﬂuence, and shape all of society, it is unacceptable for tech alone, or tech
alone using pure market forces, to decide what tools are or are not acceptable. When
everyone has a stake in the outcome; everyone must have input into the initial
decisions made about whether or not to pursue speciﬁc technologies.
We already have at least a stub of this idea when it comes to obviously dangerous but
also potentially beneﬁcial technologies in medicine and genetic engineering, as well
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as dangerous chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons. In digital technology, we
have insiders including ex-Googlers Tristan Harris and James Williams and early
Facebook investor Roger McNamee, among others, leading the Time Well Spent
movement, which promises to deter companies from developing and selling
technologies that harm us by invading privacy, among other problems.
We have numerous ex-Facebook investors and employees drawing attention to the
socially destructive eﬀects of Facebook in particular and social media in general.
There is every reason to be skeptical about these eﬀorts, but if the industry is going
to change as radically as it needs to, eﬀorts like this are necessary. But by themselves
they are not suﬃcient: serious government regulation of the tech companies is
absolutely necessary. Right now, the EU is enacting its General Data Protection
Regulations (GDPR), which may be an example of government moving in the
direction it must: proactively reviewing the way tech companies propose to use
private data before they do it, and requiring serious alteration to the way tech
companies do business in the EU and possibly worldwide. Unsurprisingly, the GDPR is
receiving very little coverage in US media.
ADVERTISEMENT
The Time Well Spent movement has proposed a “Hippocratic Oath for technology:”
ﬁrst, do no harm. Tech companies—and tech advocates more generally, even those
outside of companies—have demonstrated that they are neither capable nor
responsible enough to imagine what harms their technologies may do. If there is any
hope for building digital technology that does not include an open door to wolves,
recent experience has demonstrated that this must include robust engagement from
the non-technical—expert and amateur alike—not just in response to the eﬀects of
technologies, but to the proposed functions of those technologies in the ﬁrst place.
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Documents Prove Local Cops Have Bought
Cheap iPhone Cracking Tech
GrayShift is a new lawful access company, with an ex-Apple engineer on its
staff, that promises to break into the latest iPhones. At least one local police
department has already signed up to its GrayKey service.
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This is part of an ongoing Motherboard series on the proliferation of phone cracking
technology, the people behind it, and who is buying it. Follow along here .
GrayShift is a new company that promises to unlock even iPhones running the latest
version of iOS for a relatively cheap price.
In a sign of how hacking technology often trickles down from more well-funded
federal agencies to local bodies, at least one regional police department has already
signed up for GrayShift’s services, according to documents and emails obtained by
Motherboard.
ADVERTISEMENT
As Forbes reported on Monday, GrayShift is an American company which appears to
be run by an ex-Apple security engineer and others who have long held contracts with
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intelligence agencies. In its marketing materials, GrayShift oﬀers a tool called
GrayKey, an oﬄine version of which costs $30,000 and comes with an unlimited
number of uses. For $15,000, customers can instead buy the online version, which
grants 300 iPhones unlocks.
This is what the Indiana State Police bought, judging by a purchase order obtained by
Motherboard. The document, dated February 21, is for one GrayKey unit costing
$500, and a “GrayKey annual license—online—300 uses,” for $14,500. The order, and
an accompanying request for quotation, indicate the unlocking service was intended
for Indiana State Police’s cybercrime department. A quotation document emblazoned
with GrayShift’s logo shows the company gave Indiana State Police a $500 dollar
discount for their ﬁrst year of the service.
Importantly, according to the marketing material cited by Forbes, GrayKey can unlock
iPhones running modern versions of Apple’s mobile operating system, such as iOS 10
and 11, as well as the most up to date Apple hardware, like the iPhone 8 and X.
Got a tip? You can contact this reporter securely on Signal on +44 20 8133 5190,
OTR chat on jfcox@jabber.ccc.de, or email joseph.cox@vice.com.
With that in mind, the Indiana State Police were keen to get hold of GrayKey as quickly
as possible, according to emails obtained by Motherboard.
ADVERTISEMENT
“This is a RUSH request because item is needed ASAP for evidence gathering for
current cases. Please review and forward for approval,” one Indiana State Police
oﬃcial dealing with the purchase wrote in an email to a colleague on February 20.
Motherboard obtained the cache of ﬁles through the Indiana Access to Public Records
Act, which works in a similar way to the more well-known Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA).
"This solution will be used from high proﬁle murder cases to crimes against children
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cases where suspects are hiding their content from law enforcement. Even though
law enforcement has a signed warrant from a judge we cannot gain access into the
devices," one of the documents reads.
Braden Thomas, the former Apple engineer now at GrayShift, and David Miles, who is
named as a member and co-founder of GrayShift in the documents, did not respond
to requests for comment sent by Twitter direct message and email. A message sent
through GrayShift’s website was not immediately answered.
That a particular company can unlock modern iPhones is not that interesting in and
of itself. Over the years, other mobile phone forensics companies, and especially
Cellebrite, have continued to reliably gain access to devices running more up to date
versions of iOS—though Cellebrite has admitted that hacking iPhones has gotten
harder. The cat-and-mouse game between consumer product developers like Apple,
and those pushing to maintain access such as Cellebrite is an established dynamic,
and forensic ﬁrms cracking into recent products should not come as a surprise.
ADVERTISEMENT
What does make GrayShift’s iPhone unlocking service more important is the price.
Whereas the FBI infamously paid around $1 million dollars to unlock an iPhone 5C
running iOS 9 in 2016, authorities can now aﬀord to break into up-to-date devices for
around 1 percent of that price. Clearly, $15,000 is much more within the budget
constraints of a regional or local police force, leading to all sorts of consequences for
investigators working on crimes with locked phones, or perhaps the security advice
given to protesters who may want to keep their phone’s contents secure. For context,
one of the documents says Cellebrite quoted the Indiana State Police over $200,000
for a similar service.
And GrayShift is likely to rake in more customers from its decision to sell iPhone
cracking tech at low prices. The cache of documents obtained by Motherboard also
includes a sole source letter from GrayShift, explaining that GrayShift LLC is the only
provider of its products, and that GrayShift owns exclusive distribution and marketing
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rights. For comparison, when Motherboard conducted a wide-spanning
investigation of the proliferation of phone cracking technology across state police
forces, we found a number of agencies purchased forensic gear through resellers.
“If there is anything else that is needed, just let me know. Thanks very much!” Miles
wrote in an email to the Indiana State Police in February.
ADVERTISEMENT
Update: This piece has been updated to include more information from the cache of
documents.
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Over 80 years after she mysteriously disappeared, the remains of pioneering aviator
Amelia Earhart may have ﬁnally been identiﬁed, according to new research published
in Forensic Anthropology. Authored by anthropologist Richard Jantz, who is director
emeritus of the Forensic Anthropology Center at the University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, the paper uses a range of approaches to reassess 13 bones recovered from
the remote South Paciﬁc island of Nikumaroro in 1940.
ADVERTISEMENT
“This analysis reveals that Earhart is more similar to the Nikumaroro bones than 99
percent of individuals in a large reference sample,” Jantz said in the paper’s abstract.
“This strongly supports the conclusion that the Nikumaroro bones belonged to Amelia
Earhart.”
Earhart, the ﬁrst woman to ﬂy solo across the Atlantic Ocean, went missing along with
navigator Fred Noonan in July 1937 during the pair’s attempted ﬂight around the
world. Search parties dispatched in the weeks following their disappearance
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discovered signs of recent inhabitation on Nikumaroro, a small island close to
Earhart’s last known location, but no bodies or wreckage were found. Earhart and
Noonan were declared dead in absentia in 1939, sparking a host of theories about
their eerie vanishing.
The plot thickened in 1940, when a British work crew constructing a settlement on the
island came across human skeletal remains, which were initially thought to have
belonged to a woman. Later search eﬀorts on Nikumaroro turned up a wealth of
other suggestive artifacts, including a sextant box that might have been Noonan’s,
part of a woman’s shoe, and a Benedictine bottle, a liqueur that Earhart was known to
consume.

Lagoon on Nikumaroro. Image: Angela K. Kepler
Sounds like a strong case for Nikumaroro being Earhart’s ﬁnal resting place, right?
Well, things got complicated when a 1941 report by medical examiner DW Hoodless
deemed that the remains likely belonged to a stocky male, perhaps a castaway from
the wreck of the freighter SS Norwich City, which ran aground on Nikumaroro in 1929.
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Unfortunately, the bones themselves were subsequently misplaced and have never
been tracked down since, so all researchers have to go on is Hoodless’ observations
and measurements.
Jantz overcame these limitations by carefully studying photographs of Earhart to
estimate her height, weight, bone length, and skeletal robusticity. He also analyzed
the bone measurements with Fordisc, a statistical computer program Jantz
developed with fellow anthropologist Stephen Ousley, which has become a major tool
in forensic anthropology. The software uses skeletal measurements to generate
estimates of the age, sex, ancestry, height, and medical issues of deceased persons.
ADVERTISEMENT
Read More: After 75 Years, the Amelia Earhart Search Begins Anew
The results from this analysis suggested that it is extremely likely that the missing
bones belonged to Earhart. “The bones are consistent with Earhart in all respects we
know or can reasonably infer,” Jantz claims in the paper. “Her height is entirely
consistent with the bones. The skull measurements are at least suggestive of a
female. But most convincing is the similarity of the bone lengths to the reconstructed
lengths of Earhart’s bones.”
“Until deﬁnitive evidence is presented that the remains are not those of Amelia
Earhart, the most convincing argument is that they are hers,” Jantz concluded.
No doubt there will be plenty of commentary about Jantz’s methods and ﬁndings, but
it bears mentioning that he is far from the only expert who thinks it is overwhelmingly
likely that Earhart and Noonan died on Nikumaroro. The nonproﬁt International
Group for Historic Aircraft Recovery, founded by aviation expert Richard Gillespie, has
turned up items like buttons, aluminum, and anti-freckle cream on the island over
the past few decades, and has presented preliminary sonar evidence that Earhart’s
plane may be submerged 600 feet underwater oﬀ the island’s reef.
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It’s been a long time coming, but Earhart’s ﬁnal days are clearer than ever before.
How ﬁtting that the fate of this fearless explorer and champion of women’s rights
should be eﬀectively resolved in time for this year’s International Women’s Day.
ADVERTISEMENT
Get six of our favorite Motherboard stories every day by signing up for our
newsletter .
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